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A Chemical Reaction 
screening draws raves 

 
Former Supreme Court of Canada Justice Claire l'Heureux-Dubé and Hudson 

dermatologist Dr. June Irwin received the warmest applause at Monday night's screening 
of Brent Plymale's and Paul Tukey's documentary on the town's 10-year fight for the right 

to ban pesticides. 
(Gazette, Jim Duff) 

  

by Jim Duff  



  

HUDSON - A Chemical Reaction, the documentary film built around the Town of Hudson's 10-
year fight for the right to ban pesticides, was presented at two private screenings Monday and 

drew overwhelmingly favourable comments and a standing ovation. 
"I only hope all our audiences are this appreciative," safe-lawn activist Paul Tukey told the sold-

out crowd at the second screening. 
It was the first time almost anyone starring in the nearly 90-minute documentary had seen it 

since Tukey and filmmaker Brett Plymale were in Hudson last summer shooting interviews and 
covering shots for the Canadian sequences in the wide-ranging film.  

Retired Supreme Court Justice Claire l'Heureux-Dubé drove down from Quebec City to see the 
finished product and clearly felt right at home, speaking out during the post-screening question 

period to urge those in power to use their positions for positive change.  
L'Heureux-Dubé, now retired and teaching law, was the author of the unanimous 2001 judgment 
upholding Hudson's right to adopt precautionary measures while scientists debate the pros and 

cons of the use of powerful endocrine disruptors such as 2,4-D to kill dandelions. 
She and Hudson dermatologist Dr. June Irwin were applauded every time they got off a good 
line (and there were many) in the film and it was pretty obvious that if former mayor Michael 
Elliott decided to seek re-election with all or part of the council that enacted the ban, he'd start 

his campaign with a strong following. 
The other thing that jumped out was the sentiment that Dr. June Irwin has yet to be honoured for 

her role in Hudson's pesticide ban. One got the feeling June's Order of Canada nomination 
procedure began at that moment in the film. 

The film may spark other unintended positives. West Island anti-pesticide activist Dr. Meryl 
Hammond, now living in Baie d'Urfé, was there with her husband and daughters and revealed 

that they're mulling moving to Hudson. Members of the town environment committee left with a 
new resolve to put an end to the exception to Hudson's law that allows golf courses to use 

pesticides. Greenscaper June Penney is well on her way to becoming the CEO of a 
gardening/marketing/workout-class conglomerate taking over Hudson. 

Dr. Irwin is still testing the hair and the blood of all her patients - at her own cost - for substances 
she feels might prove to be harmful over the long term. Her disrespect and distrust for the moral 
and ethical concerns of the pharmaceutical industry and the medical profession is both refreshing 
and concerning for anyone who believes in the conspiracy of complicit silence. Long after most 

of the audience had departed Monday night, she was still there, discussing rates of testicular, 
prostate, colon and breast cancer among golfers versus non-golfers. 

What struck most of those seeing the doc for the first time was the reverence with which the 
Town of Hudson and its citizens are held throughout North America for having stood up to 

Chemlawn, Spraytech and the chemical-industry giants that supply their herbicides, pesticides 
and fungicides. Having one's town described as a shining beacon by people everywhere is pretty 
powerful stuff. What's charming about this film, and why I suspect it will do well both at TIFF 

and the thousands of other film festivals, is that nobody steps out of character. Hudson rings true. 
That's why A Chemical Reaction could probably draw sellout crowds for a week, easily raising 

the $40,000 Tukey and Plymale need to buy the television news footage from the CBC and CTV 
charting the 10-year journey of Hudson's bylaw through the courts. 

But according to the strict rules laid down by the Toronto International Film Festival, Tukey and 
Plymale's film can only be presented at private screenings. They can't be called premieres, 



because that would disqualify the film from the TIFF. 
Both private screenings were hosted by Go Green Hudson. The first screening earlier Monday 
was hastily arranged for council members after organizers realized the 7 p.m. showing would 

clash with the town's monthly council meeting.  
Old animosities linger in Hudson. As I was reminded at Monday's screening, there are still plenty 

of people who recall the half-page ads in this newspaper in favour of candidates who would 
ensure Hudson's golf courses continued to be exempt. Given their recent work to reinvent the 

town as an organic green oasis, Mayor Elizabeth Corker and her council have gone a long way to 
putting those old feuds behind us, but A Chemical Reaction reminds us how easy it is to do 

nothing and let others do our thinking. Judge Claire l'Heureux-Dubé's stern reminder that power 
must be used for positive change is still ringing in my ears.  

If you missed the screening and you want to get a sense of the film, go to pfzmedia.com or 
safelawns.org 

  

 
Cast and crew: The faces behind Hudson's 1991 pesticide ban, and the people that 

documented it. 
(Gazette, Jim Duff) 

 


